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Sound Systems
Sound System
Configuration:
There are three
basic types of
sound systems used
in the theatre:
sound
reinforcement (A),
sound recording (B),
and sound
playback (C).

Figure A - shows the equipment configuration for a single-channel sound
reinforcement system. A microphone picked of the sound. The microphone converts
that sound into a very weak electrical signal. The signal is sent to a preamplifier in the
mixer. The preamp boosts the power of the signal to line level for signal processing.
After the sound has been processed, it is sent to the power amplifier. The power amp
substantially increases the power of the signal and sends it to the loudspeaker.
• Microphone is a transducer that converts sound waves into electrical energy
• Transducer is a device that converts one form of energy into another
• Preamplifier is a device that increases the power of a weak signal
• Mixer is a devise used to combine two or more input signals to create a blended output signal.
• Line level is the standard operating voltage used by mixers and signal processors.

Sound System Components

Microphones - there are three basic types of microphones used in theatrical sound
design.
• Ribbon Microphones use an extremely thin strip of corrugated metal suspended between
the poles of a magnet to transduce the sound. The air pressure of the sound waves move
the metal ribbon back and forth to generate and induce voltage between the two ends
of the ribbon (frequently used in recording and pit orchestras - too fragile to use onstage).
• Dynamic Microphones are magnets surrounded by a wire coil. One end of the coil is firmly
attached to the microphone’s diaphragm. When sound waves strike the diaphragm, both
the diaphragm and coil move back and forth, generating an induced current that mimics
the frequency and intensity of the source (rugged and suitable for onstage and
recording).
• Condenser Microphones are the most electrically complex used in theatre sound. The
diaphragm, which is made of thin conductive material, forms one plate of a condenser or
capacitor. A constant voltage is applied across these plates. When a sound wave strikes
the diaphragm, the pressure changes between the space between the two plates. This
causes a change in the capacitance of the condenser, which changes the voltage
applied across the two plates. Those voltage variations mimic the pattern of the sound
waves generated by the source.
• Require phantom power: a method of supplying DC power through the microphone
cable to operate a condenser mic.

Pickup Patterns
Pick up patterns, also known as
polar patterns, depict the intensity
of the microphone output
(measured in dB) relative to the
angle from which the sound arrives.
• omnidirectional
• cardioid
• supercardioid
• hypercardioid
• figure eight (or bi-directional)

Wireless Microphones
Use a low-wattage FM
radio transmitter to
broadcast the mic’s signal
to a receiver, which feeds
the signal to the mixer.

Mixers
• Mixers serve two purposes in
sound systems: signal routing and
processing.
• Mixers can be equipped with a
variety of features - all have input
and output.

Input: information put into a system for processing (example: microphones or computer playback)
Output: Information produced by a system (example: rigged speaker cluster, speaker stacks, or
onstage monitors)

Equalizers: shape the frequency
response of the signal by boosting
(increasing) or attenuating
(decreasing) relatively narrow
frequency ranges of the input signal.

Compressors: an electronic
device or software that automatically
increases the gain of an input signal
(effectively turning it on or off) when a
predetermined intensity level is
reached.

Gate: A device or
software that
automatically increases
the gain of an input
signal (effectively turning
it on or off) when a
predetermined intensity
level is reached.
Signal Delay: Software
that holds a signal for a
specified amount of time
before sending it on to
the next device in the
system.

Active Crossovers:
the signal processing capabilities of active crossovers are
used to split an audio signal into the frequency components
suitable for each type of loudspeaker to reproduce.

Power Amplifier:
Boosts low-voltage
signals from the
input source to a
higher-voltage
signal capable of
efficiently driving
the loudspeakers.

Loud Speakers and Speaker Systems:
• The loudspeaker converts the
electrical signal from the power amp
into sound waves. The signal
activates an electromagnet attached
to the loudspeaker frame. The
electromagnet generates a magnetic
field that corresponds in intensity to
the frequency and loudness of the
electrical signal emitted by the
amplifier. The variation in the
magnetic field causes a voice coil to
move the cone forward and
backward in a pattern that mimics
the frequency and loudness dictated
by the electrical signal.
• low frequency = woofers
• middle-frequency = mid-range
• high-frequency = tweeters

Powered Loudspeakers
have built-in power amplifiers and signal-processing capabilities.

Bi and Tri-amplified Speaker
Systems
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